CALL SYSTEMS FOR THE HOSPITALITY
INDUSTRY

Take-away pager for
calling guests

Pager
for waiter

Table transmitter for
waiter call

Control unit
Call systems improve workflows and increase efficiency in restaurants
Pager for waiter
The benefits of a waiter call system are plain to see: it is noise-free and very easy to use. Kitchen staff enters the number of
the waiter in the control unit for the call system and the waiter‘s pager vibrates. In contrast to the conventional kitchen bell,
this system allows kitchen staff to call a specific waiter.
Take-away pager for calling guests
The system can be expanded with a take-away pager for calling guests. These pagers are particularly practical in self-service
restaurants where the meals first have to be prepared fresh. Guests receive a take-away pager and can take a seat at a table
while they wait for their order. When their order is ready, the pager vibrates and beeps. Take-away pagers can also be used
when guests have to wait for a free table.
Table transmitter for waiter call
You can increase your operation‘s efficiency further, with a waiter call system for guests: Transmitters on the table enable
guests to call their waiter. This system saves unnecessary travel for waiters and increases customer satisfaction, because they
are served at the push of a button.

Reliable and always ready to use

Complete system

The 433 MHz radio technology provides optimal radio
coverage. If this is not enough, one or more repeaters can
be installed. The waiter pager has a battery life of 24 hours
(100 calls per hour) and a standby battery life of 175 hours.

Thanks to its graphic display, waiters can identify the
different calls not only using different vibrations but
also using different icons. In addition, an acoustic signal
can be activated, as well as a reminder function, that
automatically repeats the call, if the waiter does not first
confirm the call.
6-way charging station for
pagers
Signal amplifier
Charging system for take-away
pager and table transmitter
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